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QUOTES

From the book "Search For Life On Other Worlds", by Capt. David C. Holmes, U.S.N.

"The highly publicized results of the Mariner II flight, for example, indicated that the surface of Venus burned with unmerciful heat, at a temperature of 430° C. while even the outer clouds were 94° C. Only a few months later quite different results were published by Dr. John Strong of Johns Hopkins University.

Dr. Strong obtained his data from a balloon-borne telescope lifted to an altitude of only 16 miles. However, this was high enough to obtain some very interesting and controversial results, even though it did not compare with the spectacular flight of NASA's Mariner II, which journeyed to within 21,000 miles of the planet and radioed back a vast number of measurements.

The most important data obtained by Dr. Strong's observatory, which incidentally cost the sponsoring U.S. Air Force only $100,000, was derived from scanning the infrared rays from the sun after they had been reflected by the Venusian clouds. Following a careful analysis of his data, Dr. Strong was able to plot an accurate curve of these infrared reflections. The curve did not agree at all with the corresponding reflection curves for dust, carbon dioxide, liquid formaldehyde, and other substances which were thought to make up the noxious clouds of the Venusian atmosphere.

Dr. Strong's curve matched almost perfectly the reflection spectrum of an ice-crystal cloud produced in his laboratory. Since the earth's high clouds are also formed of ice crystals, this find has re-opened the question of life on Venus, which was thought to have been settled forever by the results of Mariner II. Since the ice-crystal clouds reflect a large portion of the sun's heat, the unseen surface of Venus may be relatively cool, perhaps almost as cool as the surface of the earth. The Millstone Hill radar center at M.I.T.'s Lincoln Laboratory, recently confirmed Dr.
Strong's findings. Scientists at the lab have discovered evidence that the atmosphere of Venus absorbs radio waves at the characteristic wave length of water vapor, 3 centimeters.

In addition, Dr. Strong has advanced some arguments which cast suspicion on the methods used in the space-probe experiments to measure planetary surface temperatures based on the emission of radio waves. Dr. Strong contends that other factors besides high surface temperatures may generate these waves. As all aviators know from the static in their receivers, turbulent clouds radiate large amounts of radio energy."

From the "National Enquirer" of Oct. 11, 1970. An article by Lloyd Mallan on the back page reads in part;

"A textbook used by the Air Force Academy to teach cadets warns them that Unidentified Flying Objects (UFOs) could be real spacecraft operated by alien peoples who are closely watching the world.

'The most stimulating theory for us is that UFOs are material objects which are either 'manned' or remote-controlled by beings who are alien to this planet," states Volume II of 'Introductory Space Science.'

"The best thing to do is to keep an open and skeptical mind - and not take an extreme position on any side of the question," the physics textbook advises future Air Force officers. A spokesman for the Air Force Academy confirmed that it was currently being used as a textbook.

The ENQUIRER learned of the textbook - edited by Major Donald G. Carpenter - through UFO researcher Earl J. Neff of Cleveland, who obtained a copy of it after much effort.

'Believe me, this book was not easy to acquire," Neff said. 'I tried for six months. This is a book that the Air Force just does not want to get out - because it is embarrassing to them. It is contrary to what they are telling the American people.'

Air Force Headquarters itself - after more than 20 years - has officially closed the books on its project
to investigate UFOs, saying that there has not been enough scientific evidence that the strange craft are either real or any threat to U.S. security.

But the Academy, in Colorado Springs, Colo., is telling its future officers that certain data "suggests the existence of at least three and maybe four different groups of aliens (possibly at different stages of development)."

In a 14-page chapter devoted exclusively to UFOs, the textbook warns that scientific studies of the UFO mystery have so far been based on man's present limited knowledge of physics — and that what we know now may not apply to UFOs.

'One thing that must be guarded against in any such study is the trap of implicitly assuming that our knowledge of physics (or any other branch of science) is complete,' the textbook says, concluding:

'We should not deny the possibility of alien control of UFOs on the basis of preconceived notions.

'This leaves us with the unpleasant possibility of alien visitors to our planet, or at least of alien-controlled UFOs.'

According to the textbook: 'If such beings (aliens) are visiting the earth, two questions arise: 1) why haven't they attempted to contact us officially, and 2) why haven't there been accidents which would have revealed their presence?

'Why no contact? That question is very easy to answer in any of several ways:

'1) We may be the object of intensive sociological and psychological study. In such studies you usually avoid disturbing the test subjects' environment.

'2) You do not contact a colony of ants — and humans may seem that way to any aliens (variation: a zoo is fun to visit, but you don't 'contact' the lizards).

'3) Such contact may have already taken place secretly, and may have taken place on a different plane of awareness — and we are not yet sensitive to communications on such a plane.'"
The "National Enquirer" is published weekly by Best Medium Publishing Co., Inc., 210 Sylvan Ave., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. 07632. The U.S. subscription is $5.00 a year.

In "Awake", published by Watchtower, 117 Adams St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201, in the November 22, 1970 issue on page 30, "Plants Killed by Rock Music". The subscription is $1.00 a year.

"In a series of carefully controlled experiments at Temple Buell College in Denver, it was found that plants exposed to long sessions of rock music leaned away from the loudspeaker, collapsed and died. In an experiment that lasted one month, semiclassical music was played through one speaker at a group of plants and rock music through another speaker at another group of plants. Volume of the sound and the growing conditions were the same. The only difference was the type of music. Those subjected to semiclassical music leaned toward the loudspeaker and flourished. Those subjected to rock music leaned away and died. If this is the effect of rock music on plants, what is it on people?"

Since we wrote articles in the "Proceedings" relative to the research of T. Galen Hieronymous, on tracking the astronauts around the moon, we want to refer our readers to an article on more of his research in "Saga" magazine, December of 1970, now on your magazine stands. The article is on page 33, entitled "And The Final Word". This article gives the patent number of the Hieronymous device so you can send and get it from the patent office in Washington, D.C.

We do not often recommend reading material, but anyone who subscribes to the "National Enquirer" and "Saga" magazine, will find more revealing reading in them than in many other publications combined.
VIBRATION - HARMONICS AND EMOTIONS

Nearly everyone knows somebody "you just can't stand". Nearly everybody has also experienced that surging emotion of "being in love". Many have heard the expression used in relation to spiritual study about "raising your vibrations".

All of these expressions, or feelings, are called emotions. E-motions are energy motions. Electrical, magnetic, spiritual, hateful, or whatever they are, they are motions created by energy, or receptive to energy.

Sonic motions make your ears hear. Subsonic and ultrasonic are considered to be below and above the hearing range, respectively.

The eternal entity of an individual, be it animal, vegetable, or mineral, all have their own vibratory levels. From hydrogen to plutonium, and man-made particles beyond, each has its own individual band in the spectrum. Animals, people, fowl, fish, insects, each are in different levels in the life spectrum. Each is limited in manifesting life to their individual spectrum. All of them however, have harmonic levels between them. Mind, which knows frequencies far beyond our present ability to measure, encompasses, and permeates, all of the life levels.

"Eloptic Energy" as demonstrated in the requirement of the "human touch" to function, reaches into these life frequencies. "Cell communication between plant and animal structures verifies this requirement. "Raising ones vibrations" can be accomplished to perform "miracles" as demonstrated by group participation in seances, or meditation.

The addition of numbers, in a mutual desire to produce a result, has been demonstrated many times in the past. Doctors have now established that association of well people with sick people can make the well people sick. What they did not reveal however, was that the well people can also make the sick people well.
This occurs naturally by the law of reciprocation, which interchanges energies to achieve balance between the two opposites, or polarities. Dowsing for water is the energy of mind controlled through a living human. Thinking, which creates a resonance between the "witching life force in the human", who is mostly water, and the water stream, results in a motion of the "witch" which is trying to achieve balance in the life forces. Each being "living energy" is in communication, in the harmonics of fluids, through mind which permeates both the water and the witcher.

Emotion can only be defined as an attraction for, through harmonic resonance, or a repulsion from, in a discord of frequencies not in resonance.

"Judge not, lest ye be judged" is a basic universal law. In this expression it only says, for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. Peace is not a reciprocation of war. They are in opposition to each other, but they are not in the same harmonics, that brings balance.

The energy body, spirit, assimilates the elements of matter from "mother earth" and forms bodies of fluid and matter which this environment requires in-order to manifest here. The resonating energy entity becomes as different as fingerprints because each individual manifests their own vibration. "Each seed after its own kind" carries on harmonically in keeping with the natural laws.

Propaganda dies in the light, as its intent is revealed in the darkness of it's lie. With the vibration of destruction in a discord with nature, evil destroys itself in rebound.

Raising the vibrations of the individual is not the important thing. Raising the harmonics of the species is the necessity of the laws of survival and revival. No individual can rise above the species without being persecuted. It is easier for the multitude to dim one light than it is to brighten the many. No one can become an island unto themselves.

Each organ, each gland, each individual, each race and species has a mutual bond in the living spirit that manifests life. Harmony can only be reached by
the E-motion of love. The E-motion of love is being in harmony with the individual vibration of all others, expressed in the Golden Rule. "Do unto others as you would wish others to do unto you".

The law of giving will reciprocate in getting. God's laws make it "more blessed to give than receive" because thought without action is as dead as words without faith. Giving initiates the getting.

When E-motion, as a feeling, is accepted in the purpose of it's creation then there will be "peace on earth and goodwill toward men". Vibrate, Harmonize and Emote. You are manifesting the living God, or the opposition to It.

THE "INTEGRATRON"

We want to report to those people, among the "Proceedings" readers, who have contributed gifts toward the completion of this advanced machine. Our income for this project dropped off sharply with the increase in taxes, inflation, and the massive layoffs across the country. Fortunately, those few of you made it possible to meet overhead, maintenance, and a sharply increased property tax on this project.

As of this date (Nov. 1970) we have had all work suspended for the past 5 months due to lack of funds to pay workers and associates.

The "Integatron" is around 82% completed, and every day work is stopped adds another day to the time of its completion. Our sole source in completing this vast project lies with those of you humanitarians who follow your inspired thinking with action.

The future can only be brighter for humanity, if those of us with foresight merge our efforts to make it brighter.

We thank those whose faith has been demonstrated.
JUST BETWEEN US

Did you know that a government report says that 90 percent of the chickens grown for market in the United States, and foreign countries, are infected with Leukosis (cancer in chickens)? Over thirty-five million were condemned in the United States last year (1969). Then did you know, in 1970, they were approved by the government to be marketed, because there isn't any evidence to show that the cancer can be transmitted to humans? You can figure at least 80 percent of the chicken you eat now has leukosis.

Did you know that artificial insemination, and hormone injections in cattle to produce more meat, over several generations, indicates human-like results of nymphomania and homosexuality in the cattle? Is this commutable to humans? Is the increase in these human moral problems the result of what we eat, that has been treated?

If the mercury in lakes and rivers, from industries, is accumulative and deadly to fish, birds, animals and humans, is the arsenic preservatives for grains, to preserve them, commutable to humans?

Just how much illness is projected into your homes, psychologically, by pill and drug commercials on television?

Isn't "eye irritation" on the big city weather reports relative to smog, a violation of the A.M.A. rules on diagnosing? Are these weather reporters doctors?

If the Hieronymous device can kill bugs and worms on a cherry tree 1200 miles away, from a photograph of the tree, as related in the current "Saga" magazine, could it kill a field full of troops, from a photograph, at any distance away from the device? How long are the authorities going to ignore the "solitary inventors"? Is the Hieronymous device a potential "security" weapon more potent than lasar?
If we applied the Hieronymous principle to the disintegrating side of our "integratron", could we kill every fly in the world instantly by using a fly's resonance to focus from?

In the "Proceedings" of Oct.-Nov.-Dec., of 1968, we printed an article entitled "The Critical Years". In this article, we said "The years 1969, 1970, 1971, and 1972" "the human race will go through more climactic changes than they have in the last 40 years".

We said, "Geophysical changes are on the increase." Witness the Peruvian earthquake - 70,000 lives lost. The Pakistan-India tidal wave - estimated 500,000 lives lost.

Nothing is said over here about the Australian drought gripping thousands of square miles of agricultural and stock country. Grain growers say there has not been an average rainfall in the past 12 to 16 years. Wheat losses are estimated to be nearly fifty-million dollars as a result of the drought.

New South Wales estimates two-and-one-half-million sheep deaths in that state alone. Sheep population in Queensland is three-million lower than last year.

Drought, is the result of changes in the geophysical makeup of the atmosphere. The atmosphere has been reacting adversely in wild extremes ever since the atom bomb tests started.

We predict that throughout 1971 the temperature, snowfall, rainfall, droughts, tornadoes, typhoons, hurricanes, and tidal water reactions, will reach new records in extremities. Surface reactions, in earthquakes and volcanoes, will also be apparent in increasing destruction.

We said, "Political ideology is divided within it's own party policies". Witness the last election.

We said, "Political deadwood will be dumped from city, county, state, and federal offices in an effort to decrease spending." Witness the mass layoffs in all of these levels of government.
Now let's look at the coming year 1971. Mark this year down as the beginning of an end. No we don't mean things are going to get better - we mean things are going to lead to a world-wide Vietnam. No winners - no losers - a controlled war on a world-wide scale. The economy of the world demands it in order to avert an economic collapse. The authorities of governments can't stop it. The condition is a reaction of the system that knows no parties, or people.

This is the destiny of a planet that forgot God - that regimented millions of people on welfare, in the military, and in a world-wide "dog eat dog" man-made bureaucracy that defied the laws of nature.

The system is reaping it's reward in a trade war between Japan, West Germany, and the United States. The system is seeing it's officials, and ambassadors kidnapped, killed, and held for ransom. The system is observing a defiant reaction in opposition to it's plans in demonstrations, bombings, and murder.

What can stop these reactions? The answer is a declared war, with military rule, on a world-wide basis. This will be the ultimate mistake.

THE NEW MONEY SYSTEM

"In the magazine, "Die Botschaft Von Reich" published by Nottinglingen Publishing House, the following article was recently released.

The publisher of the French magazine, Foyet Rai, received word from a Christian employed at the United Nations Organization, Geneva, Switzerland, stating that a sensational notification was made by a speaker of the U.N.O. at a recent meeting.

The speaker stated the following:

Plans are worked out to dissolve the U.N. to make way for a World Tribunal which will seize all possessions and all savings and bank deposits. Every man, every woman and every child will receive a certain amount of money and a number. This money is already available and deposited in a bank and waiting for distribution.
Everyone with a number will be employed, either in the administration, the commerce, the industrial or agricultural branch. This project and plan provides for total unification of the church and state, and also provides for a single form of worship. The appointed day for all people and all nations will be on Sunday, and the number received by all people would permit them to buy or sell.

At the end of the statement a Christian rose and asked the speaker: "What happens to the minorities who will not accept this plan?" He was answered, "Their numbers will be canceled with a black line, and they will be deprived of the right to buy, or sell and thus will be forced to destruction."

We see how far we are on the way to the World Government when no one is allowed to buy or sell who does not have the mark of the Beast or his name. - Rev. 13:17: "And no man might buy or sell save he that had the mark or the name of the Beast or the number of his name."

The above article was reprinted from: "The Mount Zion Reporter", P.O. Box 568, Jerusalem, Israel. October, 1970 issue.

This "big brother" plan is obviously in the formative stages now. The Pope has already addressed the U.N. and there are strong indications that the Vatican property is going to be another "state" in the United Nations. All churches and denominations would either merge with the Catholic one-world-religion, or be eliminated.

The question, "What happens to the minorities who will not accept the plan?" should read majorities, on a world-wide basis.

Distribution of money would foul up because of graft and dishonesty in the system and millions would starve to death before the system could get under way. Disagreement and adversity would bring the majority into revolution with the controlling minority on a world-wide basis. Military control would turn against its own "big brothers".
"PROCEEDINGS"

This issue of the "Proceedings" starts the 18th year of its publication. We understand this is some kind of a record, as most donation supported periodicals come to a financial crash in the first few years.

We want to thank those loyal thoughtful readers who have supported the printing and mailing costs. This paper seems to be treasured by some of our readers. These are the grains of gold in the sands that we are inspired to write it for.

Our printing costs have increased with the last issue, due to new union printers contracts. We also mail it first class in order that it will reach you sooner.

Please check the postmark date of mailing of this issue with the date you receive it. If the time exceeds 5 days in the U.S., write us and let us know.

It will be necessary to transfer some names in our active mailing file to the inactive file, before the first 1971 issue, due to their lack of sharing the cost.

We wish all of our readers a Merry Christmas and a prosperous healthy New Year.

RIGHT AGAIN

Cuba will demand that the United States get out of the Guantanamo Naval Base in Cuba. The United States has a 99 year lease which expires after the year 2000. This news has just been announced on December 12, 1970, by television, radio and the press.
When did we tell you this would happen? Look in your "Proceedings" of Sept.-Oct.-Nov., 1967. Three years in advance we told you in relation to prophecy, "the next act will involve an attack by Castro and Cuba against the U.S. Guantanamo Naval Base in Cuba. This may end in a blitz which will include missiles hitting in many of the cities of the Southeastern United States, and the declaration of a National Emergency by the President".

How many dozens of times have we printed what is going to happen, in dated material in the "Proceedings", before it occurs.

PUBLIC POLLUTION

The more one watches television, the more anyone with an average up bringing, wonders what is going on? On the news reports, one sees soldiers being tried for killing some enemy civilians on the ground, while the bomber crews kill civilians by the thousands from the air, and are not prosecuted.

One sees the Secretary of Defence say the C.I.A. was briefed on a prisoner of war camp raid, and the head of the C.I.A. denies the briefing.

Television commercials lie by inference and implication, to sell products that are later exposed by the government to be mis-represented and worthless.

The public is polluted by appointees that cannot be removed by elections, and some of these appointees have been on the tax-payers back since Roosevelt, Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson; and now Nixon is still using them. Party doesn't make any difference, these appointees are fixtures. They can't be fired, they know too much.